Our patient handling equipment range includes electric lifters that facilitate patient transfers and stand up lifters that are specifically designed for patients who have reasonable weight bearing capability but require standing or seating assistance.

Lifters are designed to minimise the risk of back problems and other injuries among caregivers and enable easy transfers. They are widely used in Hospitals, Aged Care facilities and domestic homes.

A wide selection of slings are available, see our Slings page.

**Patient Lifters & Slings**

**Birdie & Birdie Compact**
With maximum space for the user, the Birdie offers a truly comfortable lift and transfer to or from beds, chairs or even the floor. The Birdie gives a very comfortable lift and transfer since the user can easily be rotated in the lifter. The Birdie folds and unfolds easily without the need for tools and comes standard with electric leg adjustment (up to 104cm), minimum overall width of 67.5cm and a 170kg weight limit.

The Birdie Compact, with manual leg adjustment (up to 89cm), is designed to fold easily without tools and can be stored or transported comfortably when space is limited - see picture. The compact base (just 53cm wide) enables easy manoeuvring in narrow places, and with a weight capacity of 150kg, this lifter is ideal for everyday lifting in the home or aged care facility environment.

**Product Code** PL-MT-3000502.E3B00-0125 (BIRDIE)

**DVA Code** AM01 3000502.E3B00-0125

**Product Code** PL-MT-3000512.D3B02-0125 (BIRDIE COMPACT)

**DVA Code** AM01 3000512.D3B02-0125

**IPL 205EE**
The robust IPL 205 can handle users up to 205kg and offers sufficient head and leg clearance so the patient can be easily rotated even when at maximum lift height. Lift range can take the patient from the floor to a height of 200cm, this leaves a generous clearance over high beds or bath sides. The IPL205 has been designed to handle daily lifting requirements with ease and is the perfect choice for hospitals and nursing homes.

**Product Code** PL-MTY-IPL205EE

**DVA Code** AM01 LPH-IPL205EE-AUS
**OMEGA 300**
The Omega 300, with a huge 300kg bariatric lift capacity, offers extreme stability for patients and user security making this heavy-duty lifter the ultimate in high capacity. With a robust and durable steel construction, electric leg width adjustment (up to 114cm) and minimum overall width of 67cm, nursing staff can have confidence in handling demanding lifting situations. The twin boom system gives this lifter extra strength while reducing unit weight. The Omega 300 also comes with an emergency cut-out switch and emergency release options.

**Product Code** PL-MT-17400  
**DVA Code** AM01 LPH-17400-AUS

---

**ROZE**
The Invacare Roze Standup Lifter is compact and manoeuvrable and provides an easy, safe and comfortable assisted transfer, primarily for those with some weight bearing capability. The Roze features an ergonomic lift angle designed to minimise shear when lifting a patient and grip handles to help the user feel secure during raising and lowering. With its numerous safety features, the Roze Standup Lifter ensures caregiver security and resident peace of mind. With a large height-adjustable knee pad, compact base (minimum overall width of 66cm) and weight capacity of 200kg, the Roze is the ideal stand-up lifter for the daily transferring of patients.

**Product Code** PL-MT-1155399  
**DVA Code** AM01 1155399

---

**Patient Slings**

**STANDUP SLINGS**
The Invacare Standup Slings are designed to lift the patient comfortably from a seated position into a relaxed upright position. Recommended for patients with a reasonable level of weight bearing ability. There are two types of slings available, based on whether it is a loop or keyhole attachment. Loop attachment sling designed for use with the Invacare Roze stand-up lifter. Keyhole attachment sling designed for use with the Invacare RPS440 stand-up lifter.

**Product Code**/**DVA Code** Multiple codes. Please contact us.

---

Individual brochures with full specifications are available on all products. Please contact us now for further information.
GENERAL PURPOSE SLING
Available in four sizes in a choice of fabric or mesh. The sling provides easy fitting & good support for patients with some upper body control. Recommended for general lifting.
Product Code  PL-MT-17041
DVA Code  AM02 33186

PIVOT SLING
Available in five sizes in a choice of fabric or mesh. The sling allows a patient to be lifted in either a sitting or lying position. The ability to position a patient in the sitting posture greatly assists correct seating. A more open lift recommended for general lifting including floor lifting.

GENERAL PURPOSE SLING WITH HEAD SUPPORT
Available in six sizes in a choice of fabric or mesh. The sling fits easily to a patient in bed or a chair, providing excellent upper body and head support. Recommended for lifting from the floor & general lifting of the less secure patient.

HAMMOCK ACCESS SLING
Available in two sizes in fabric and mesh. The sling incorporates a head support and a unique strap system that keeps the patient secure, which helps to reduce friction and allows for easy placement and removal around a person in a sitting, semi-reclined or fully reclined position, without having to lift manually. Recommended for general lifting including bathing.

GENERAL PURPOSE HYGIENE SLING WITH HEAD SUPPORT
Available in five sizes in a choice of fabric or mesh. The sling provides easy removal of clothing or toilet transfers. Recommended for general toilet transfers for the less secure patient.

WALKING SLING
Available in one size in fabric only. The sling is designed to assist people with limited ability to walk, this sling helps support and assist in rehabilitation. Fully padded with a security buckle, the sling is comfortable and simple to use. The user must have some weight bearing ability. Recommended for walking in a rehabilitation environment only.
Product Code  PL-MT-TEM-M

Product Code/ DVA Code
Multiple codes. Please contact us.
Lifter Accessories

**INVACARE 2 POINT SPREADER BARS**
Recommend for most common lifting requirements and for use with most slings. Comes standard with all Invacare Lifters.

*Product Code/DVA Code* Multiple codes. Please contact us.

**INVACARE 4 POINT SPREADER BARS**
Suitable when larger spacing between back and leg is required. It also facilitates a more reclined sitting posture. The 4-point spreader bar works best with slings that have head support.

*Product Code/DVA Code* Multiple codes. Please contact us.

**INVACARE PIVOT FRAMES**
The Pivot Frame allows the whole frame to be tilted back and forward to assist in the positioning of the patient. Assists with the lifting of a patient in either a sitting or lying position, ideal for lifting on and off a bed or the floor. The Pivot Frame can only be used with the Invacare range of Pivot Slings.

*Product Code/DVA Code* Multiple codes. Please contact us.

**INVACARE WEIGHING DEVICES**
Accurately and easily weigh patients during daily transfers. The weighing devices connect above the spreader bar and are easy to use and read.

*Product Code/DVA Code* Multiple codes. Please contact us.

**INVACARE LIFTING FRAME**
Suitable when a horizontal lift is required. Comes with carry case and lifting staps. Use only with the Invacare Omega 300 lifter with 4-point spreader bar

*Product Code* PL-MT-LBP-17201

Individual brochures with full specifications are available on all products. Please contact us now for further information.